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 INTRODUCTION
Ten years after the 9/11, the Middle East is experiencing a
phenomenal and historical Arab awakening. From Tunisia to
Bahrain to Morocco to Libya and Egypt and Yemen, the younger
generations have risen in revolt against long military dictatorships
and monarchies to claim popular representation. The autocratic
regimes have cracked down shedding blood and fury, but the tide
is swaying in favour of the new generation. However, lacking an
organized opposition, this is not the demonstration of a pan-Arab
movement as witnessed with Egypt’s Nasser and the United Arab
Republic with Syria in the 1950s. This is a grass-roots phenomenon
based on general discontent with education and employment
standards, and revolving around easy access to social media and
mobile communications. The big questions now are whether, after
this last decade of war in the Middle East, the West can reconcile
its differences with the Arab/Muslim world and not only respect
but endorse the emergence of national coalition government that
represent their people as elected leaders. Here is the greatest
opportunity of our generation for the United States to pressure
Israel into making concessions to the Palestinians and to making
peace with the Arab Peace Initiative – this is as much an Israel
imperative as it is a U.S. interest. The blunders of the Bush and
Blair era could be channelled into reparation and reconciliation,
both of which are long-needed for development and coexistence
for the next generations. The big question is can we overcome the
addiction of selling arms to oppressive regimes?
 SELLING ARMS TO AUTHORITARIAN REGIMES
Algeria, Egypt and Saudi Arabia have provided rich pickings for UK
arms exporters. Of all the bilateral arrangements of recent years,
perhaps the most despicable is the one with Libya. Colonel Gaddafi
morphed from terrorist sympathiser to friend of the west, which
then turned a blind eye to his internal repression. Libya is regarded
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as a priority partner, with the UK boasting the largest pavilion at
the Libya’s arms fair.
The UK arms industry descended on Abu Dhabi for Idex, the
region’s most important weapons fair. A tenth of all the global
exhibitors are from Britain. Gerald Howarth, the minister leading
the delegation, declared that “we have ambitious plans”.
The most unequivocal message since the UK election was made by
Peter Luff, the defence equipment minister, who told a defence
show in June, “There will be a very, very, very heavy ministerial
commitment to arms sales. There is a sense that the past we were
rather embarrassed about exporting defence products. There is no
such embarrassment in this government”
Indeed there is no. The regimes currently using brute force to put
down pro-democracy protests are all longstanding partners of the
UK. In 2010, equipment approved for export included teargas and
crowd control ammunition, equipment for the use of aircraft
cannons, assault rifles, shotguns, sniper rifles and submachine
guns. No requests for licences were refused
 LIBERAL INTERVENTION IN LIBYA OR START OF A NEW WORLD ORDER
Once again, U.S, British and other NATO forces are bombarding an
Arab country with cruise missiles and bunker-busting bombs. Both
David Cameron and Barack Obama insist this is nothing like Iraq.
There will be no occupation. The attack is solely to protect
civilians.
Western intervention in Libya is grossly hypocritical. It’s that such
double standards are an integral part of a mechanism of global
power and domination that stifles hopes of any credible
international system of human rights protection.
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Western intervention in Libya to Mainstream media-wash did an
award-winning job of drumming up the fervour and getting all
sides worked up and against the Libyan 'regime' for theft, murder,
protectionism and racketeering all of it posturing under
humanitarianism.
So, to paraphrase one of the last voices of sanity in our midst
Professor Michel Chossudovsky (Centre for Research on
Globalisation)… 'powerful institutional speculators on Wall Street
with links to the US military and intelligence establishment will
now cash in on billions of dollars in speculative gains in the oil
market and commodity and foreign exchange markets. The money
will be appropriated from households paying higher prices for
fuel'.... He goes on to remind us that financial institutions which
had prior knowledge or intelligence of events in Egypt and Libya
have already made billions of dollars in speculative gains in the
futures and options markets for crude oil.
The following points are worth noting:
1. U.S. and NATO military advisers and Special Forces were
already on the ground prior to the Western sabre rattling.
2. The operation was planned to coincide with the protest
movement in neighbouring Arab countries.
3. Public opinion was led to believe that the protest movement
had spread spontaneously from Tunisia and Egypt to Libya.
4. Foreign oil companies operating prior to the insurrection in
Libya and reaping the profits are France's Total, Italy's ENI,
The China National Petroleum Corp (CNPC), British
Petroleum, the Spanish Oil consortium REPSOL, ExxonMobil,
Chevron, Occidental Petroleum, Hess, Conoco Phillips.
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The reason why NATO is bombing the hell out of Libya is in order
to:
1) Steal oil and gas
2) Ensure that a trillion dollar depletion of war machinery and
cost-factoring can now claw back mounting losses from the
common tax-payer
What we learn from 'Operation Libya' in the Spring of 2011 is that
international law is finally dead, butchered into oblivion by the UN
Security Council Resolution 1731 supposed to protect civilians
under the pretext of no fly zone. We learn that governments are
taking the business decision to cull innocent fellow humans for
profit and greed.
 WAY FORWARD AND CONCLUSION
The events in the Middle East and North Africa have highlighted
that the governments who have ignored human rights issues to
support and sell arms to authoritarian regimes are not only
hypocritical and immoral, but also short-sighted in terms of
realpolitik. Politicians squirm yet remained shameless when
pressed on shameful dealings in the not-so-distant past.
The European military-industrial complex evolved to ensure the
continued extraction of cheap resources from these former
colonies. During the colonial period, this process was simple.
Britain, France, and other colonial powers would simply dispatch
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ships to their colonies to collect resources - cotton, gemstones,
tea, coffee, bananas, tobacco. Indigenous workers were paid
enough to keep them alive, and powerful local interests were
either forcibly destroyed or bought-off by the imperial
administration.
That this highly artificial state of affairs has lasted mainly intact for
almost a century is testament the willingness with which European
governments have armed their Arab proxies. It is also testament to
the extent to which the West has portrayed any movement
towards pan-Arabism or pan Islamism as “extremist”.
Today, 1% of the top leaders, elites and corporations for their profit
and greed have plunged the rest of the world into continuous
warfare from one part of the world to another bringing untold
violence, deaths, destruction and suffering to mankind. The
bombing of Libya by NATO is the latest example of the brutality of
the west for a regime change in the hope that they can install their
own puppet regimes like the ones in Saudi Arabia and other
places. The unrest and the protests are not just in Libya but also in
Syria, Yemen and Bahrain. That begs the question what kind of
change we need in the Muslim World? Surely, not to affect regime
change but to assist and work towards the transformation for the
Muslim world for good governance, rule of law and participatory
democracy. Then only there is hope for freedom and equality for
all in Middle East and North Africa.
Thank you for listening.
Notes:
The following publications/websites were consulted and excerpts have been taken from them
during the writing of this article:

International Peace Bureau [IPB] – www.ipb.org
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Campaign Against Arms Trade [CAAT] – www.caat.org.uk
A Climate of Peace – Vijay Mehta (Norway, 2010)
http://www.vmpeace.org/media/documentsall/

From Inner Peace to a Vision of Universal Peace – Vijay Mehta (India, 2011)
http://www.vmpeace.org/media/documentsall/
Libya Conflict Highlights NATO’s Imperialist Mission – Global Network - http://www.truth-

out.org/libya-conflict-highlights-natos-imperialist-mission68753
Reforming and Strengthening the United Nations for the 21st Century – Uniting for
Peace [February 2011, Issue 2]
The full version of this speech can be downloaded from:
VM Centre for Peace
Action for UN Renewal

www.vmpeace.org
www.action-for-un-renewal.org.uk

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Vijay Mehta is president of VM Centre for Peace (www.vmpeace.org), Founding Trustee of
Fortune Forum Charity (www.fortuneforum.org), Chair of Uniting for Peace (Action for UN
Renewal and World Disarmament Campaign). He is an author and global activist for peace,
development, human rights and the environment. Some of his notable books are The Fortune
Forum Code: For a Sustainable Future, Arms No More, and The United Nations and Its Future in
the 21st Century.
He along with his daughter Renu Mehta founder of Fortune Forum charity held two summits in
London in 2006 and 2007. The summits raised over a million pounds for charity and attracted a
worldwide audience of 1.3 billion people (one fifth of humanity) including print and media
coverage. The keynote speakers for the first and second summit were Bill Clinton, former US
President and Al Gore, former US vice-President, and recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize 2007.
Vijay Mehta has appeared in various TV programmes including BBC World, Press TV, Ajtak-24 hour
Indian news channel, and Think Peace documentary, Canada, among others. The Sunday Times,
Independent, Observer and Guardian newspapers, among other journals have written about him.
His life is devoted to the service of peace, humanity and our planet
At present, Vijay Mehta is writing a book to be published in 2011. The subject is "Military
Expenditure and its Relation to Poverty Reduction and Development."
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